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ZenPrint Follows an Enlightened Path to Finishing Efficiency

Today, the Internet is so prevalent that print is often integrated with Internet-driven
marketing and e-commerce mouse-clicks. But the path to production efficiency isn't always
so direct.

That's what web-based integrated
marketing services firm ZenPrint
discovered after it acquired the in-

house print services department of Internet book publisher Heritage Makers and combined it
with its own well-oiled digital printing and fulfillment operation.

Growing Inside-Out
A marketing force in its own right, Heritage Makers helps its customers create and share
beautiful heirloom-quality storybooks, cards and gifts that document the priceless
relationships, events and experiences of life.

Three years ago, to support its rapid growth and gain production control and reduce
escalating expenses, the company brought print production in-house. To manage the new
department they hired Justin Erskine, a 20-year industry veteran with expertise in offset and
digital workflows. The in-house operation quickly became so capable and efficient that it had
an excess of production capacity.

Rather than pull back during slow periods, Erskine and General Manager Justin Biggs won
Heritage Makers' management approval to market the in-plant's digital print and finishing
services to outside customers. Initially marketed under the name Blueprint Digital, the new
printing services provider started gaining traction and to grow, supported by a development
team that could design websites to accommodate customers' e-commerce workflows.

"As we started selling our expanded services more aggressively to the e-commerce
audience, we kept running into ZenPrint," Erskine recalls.

Wisdom in Cooperation
Meantime ZenPrint had built a sophisticated software platform at the intersection of e-
commerce, automation and printing, and they would have proved formidable competitors.

"When you add up all the pieces needed for integrated e-commerce – Internet technology,
personalization, customer support, on-demand production and warehousing –  it's a big
undertaking," explains Jerrold (JD) Gardner, CEO of ZenPrint.
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"Although ZenPrint was strong in B2B, Heritage Makers had built an impressive consumer
business. It made perfect sense that the best way forward was to cooperate rather than
compete," Gardner recalls.

"By acquiring Blueprint Digital, we instantly gained access to Heritage Makers' catalog of
consumer products from canvas wraps and photo books to calendars, greeting cards and
iPhone cases, and we smoothed out the seasonality of both businesses while achieving cost
savings and economies of scale. We also gained production capacity, and rounded out our
software team with additional talent – all of which would have taken much more time and
money to have grown it organically," explains Gardner.

The ZenPrint web-to-print application platform supports the entire operation by seamlessly
connecting online content and templates with real world printed products. ZenPrint also
provides its B2B customers with a comprehensive set of marketing services – from setting
up the web pages needed to accept customer jobs electronically, to branding any item
imaginable, from window decals and bumper stickers to pens and coffee mugs.

Their scaleable approach makes it easy for anybody from a small business owner to
corporate brand managers to create and manage print-ready files that flow directly into
ZenPrint's state of the art printing and fulfillment services. In addition to Heritage Makers,
ZenPrint counts Salt Lake City-based Send-Out cards and other high-profile e-commerce
firms on its growing list of successful customers.

"There are a lot of companies out there that do software development and a lot that do on-
demand printing, but very few that operate in both realms," says Gardner. "The ZenPrint
platform allows our partner companies to focus what they do best and leave the software
technology, fulfillment and on-demand print production to us. And those customers are
telling us our approach makes a lot of sense."

The Path to Finishing Efficiency
After the acquisition, Erskine upgraded the production operation with a new 19-inch Xerox
Color 800 press, a top-of-the-line Xerox iGen4® EXP press that can run 14-1/3 x 26-inch
oversized sheets, and a C.P. Bourg BSF production
finishing line to support both presses off-line.

When production calls for booklets and calendars, as
it often does, the collated output is wheeled on the
C.P. Bourg-manufactured stacking cart directly
from the press output bay to the Bourg BSF Sheet
Feeder. There, the cart's contents are transferred to
the BSF through an innovative air-table that makes it
easy for the operator to load and center an entire 20-
inch stack of collated print virtually hands-free.

The Bourg BSF line features four modules dedicated to the task, each able to handle the full
format range of the Xerox Color 800 and iGen4 with zero waste. Orders can run from single-
page pamphlets and oversized calendars to saddle-stitched booklets, in production run
lengths of one or thousands.
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"Running the system off-line actually increases efficiency," says Erskine, who describes
himself as 'old-school' when it comes to the separation of press and bindery. "The pressman
knows his equipment like the back of his hand, and the bindery operator has his own
expertise. By keeping the two processes physically separate, the operators can collaborate,
but no component gets in the way of the other. The presses can run at their full speed, the
production line can run at its full speed and we have the freedom to take on a greater variety
of work, including capacity overflow from other printers."

The large format size and automated operation of the BSF line proved to be important
factors as well. "A sheet size of at least 23 inches is needed to run an album-style book,"
says Erskine. " With the Bourg BSF line, we can produce jobs automatically that most
printers have to assemble by hand.

"So when we get a job for 200 album-style 11 x 8.5-inch booklets like we did yesterday, we
can get it out the door within hours of it coming in, which gives ZenPrint and our customers
a big marketing edge."

 Both of the digital production lines are so automated that the
press operator and the finishing operator assess and plan
entire production runs made up of many different jobs on the
fly.

At the front end of the finishing line, the Bourg BSF Sheet
Feeder acts as the production gateway, accepting stacks of
collated content nearly 20 inches tall and bar-coded covers
stacked up to six inches deep. The BSF matches inside pages
to cover content under program control set at the Bourg BME

Booklet Maker operator console. "On that one piece of equipment, we can set up the entire
Bourg production line from the BSF out to job delivery," Erskine says.

Collated sets are fed to a Bourg BCME Bleed Crease Module, which can crease the digitally
printed covers automatically and trim the head and foot prior to booklet making and face-
trimming. "Because every finishing job goes through the Bourg BCME, it eliminates the need
to take any work to a cutter," notes Erskine.

The bleed-trimmed sets then move to the Bourg BME, an award-winning stitch-fold-trim
booklet maker with a straight and visible paper path. The BME can produce saddle-stitched
booklets and other finished documents ranging from the size of a CD cover to oversized
landscape-format booklets and calendars. A Bourg SQE Square Edge module gives
booklets a squared spine as a final touch, when needed.

Working by Walking Away
"Before we got the Bourg BSF line, we would fold everything, gather it, put it on a hand-
stitcher, and take it to a cutter for three-sided trimming," Erskine explains. "The BSF Sheet
Feeder with the BCME module and BME Booklet Maker eliminates all that extra labor and
time. And it's amazingly consistent.

"When a customer places an order at the ZenPrint website, it just blows through our
system," Erskine remarks.  "Because the entire line is so automated and operator-friendly,
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once the job is set up at the BME Booklet Maker and collated page sets and covers are
brought to the sheet feeder on stacking carts, the operator can literally walk away and work
on other tasks," he says.

"There are other sheet feeders on the market," Erskine admits, "but nothing as automated,
operator-friendly, as well made or designed to operate so seamlessly as the Bourg BSF line.
Plus the work it produces just looks more solid – more professional – and the entire line has
a smaller footprint, despite its larger sheet format."

ZenPrint and the Art of Equipment Maintenance
Another reward for choosing the Bourg equipment, says Erskine, is C.P. Bourg certified
training, which the ZenPrint production manager and his lead bindery operator attended at
the C.P. Bourg headquarters facility in New Bedford, Massachusetts soon after installation.
Now trained as C.P. Bourg-certified technicians, both men are able to recalibrate the BSF
system and fix any module on the line.

"I'm sure there will be times when we'll need more expertise," says Erskine, "but the training
made it possible for us immediately to address some key issues, and it allows us to keep the
equipment running like a gem.

"All in all, the Bourg BSF production line has just been awesome, and we couldn't be
happier with C.P. Bourg."

Following the path to automated off-line production has given ZenPrint the capacity to
support more customers and more work. On it, the Bourg BSF production line is a key
element in helping ZenPrint confidently operate at the intersection of e-commerce, software
automation and the fulfillment of beautifully printed and finished products on-demand.
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